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TEXT:
 [*161]  National Defense Authorization Act for Fiscal Year 2007
Contractor employees in Iraq and Afghanistan may now be subject to the Uniform Code of Military Justice (UCMJ). Until now, the UCMJ asserted jurisdiction over "persons serving with or accompanying an armed force in the field" only in "time of war."  n1 Courts have interpreted the phrase "time of war" as being limited to a congressionally declared war for more than thirty years.  n2 However, the John Warner National Defense Authorization Act for Fiscal Year 2007 (2007 NDAA)  n3 amended the UCMJ to provide jurisdiction over these persons "in time of declared war or a contingency operation."  n4
The 2007 NDAA couched the change to the UCMJ as a "clarification" of the application of the UCMJ.  n5 However, subjecting contractor personnel to the UCMJ during all contingency operations appears to constitute a significant change rather than a clarification.  n6 No legislative history explains this change. Further, as there is no published guidance, it is unclear how this change will be implemented and precisely what the ramifications will be.
Contractor Personnel Authorized to Accompany the United States Armed Forces
Last year's Year in Review  n7 discussed a final Department of Defense (DoD) rule governing contractor employees accompanying the forces on contingency, humanitarian, peacekeeping or combat operations.  n8 Four months following the effective date of the DFARS final rule, the DoD published Department of Defense Instruction (DODI) 3020.41, Contractor Personnel Authorized to Accompany the U.S. Armed Forces,  n9 to serve "as a comprehensive source of DoD policy and Procedures concerning DoD contractor personnel authorized to accompany the U.S. Armed Forces."  n10
In general, the DODI applies to all contractors and subcontractors at all levels, and their employees, authorized to accompany U.S. Armed Forces.  n11 Specifically, the DODI also applies to third country national (TCN) and host nation (HN) contractor personnel.  n12 These personnel are now called "contingency contractor personnel" (CCP).  n13 This broad category of contractor personnel includes employees of systems support, external support, and theater support contracts.  n14 All CCP must possess a proper Geneva Convention Identification (ID) card.  n15
 [*162]  A subset of CCP, subject to specific deployment and accountability requirements, are "contractors deploying with the force (CDF)."  n16 These personnel "usually work for the U.S. military forces under a deployable contract[,] . . . have a long-term relationship with a specific unit . . . [and] live with and provide services directly to U.S. military forces and receive Government-furnished support similar to DoD civilians."  n17 The TCN and HN personnel contracted in theater are not CDF.  n18 Certain sections of the DODI apply to all CCP, and others apply only to CDF.  n19
The DODI provides general DoD policy regarding contractor personnel authorized to accompany U.S. Armed Forces.  n20 First, predeployment planning must include contractor issues, and operations plans and orders must implement the DODI requirements.  n21 Also, DoD policy is to limit the logistics support provided to contractor personnel to those situations in which the commander or contracting officer determines that such support is necessary to ensure continued contractor support.  n22 The DODI also establishes general policy regarding contractor security, arming, accountability, and deployment processing.  n23
Section six provides more specific DoD guidance covering a wide range of CCP issues, and is the "authoritative and comprehensive roadmap of policy and procedures applicable" to CCP.  n24 The next few paragraphs will highlight some of the provisions of this roadmap. First, the DODI requires that every service provided by CCP in contingency operations be reviewed "on a case-by-case basis in consultation with the servicing legal office to ensure compliance with relevant laws and international agreements."  n25 The DODI also explains that CCP may be subject to various HN, TCN, and even U.S. laws, depending on application of international agreements.  n26
The DODI directs the establishment or designation of a joint web-based contractor database as the central repository for CDF personnel and contract capability for all external and systems support contracts.  n27 This goal of this database is to provide by-name accountability of all CDF.  n28 Military departments are required to designate the database for required use in all external and systems support contracts, and populate the database with summary contract information when contracts are awarded.  n29 Contractors awarded such contracts are responsible for inputting and maintaining CDF data and by-name accountability.  n30
The DODI explains that DoD policy is that logistical support of contractor personnel should be borne by the contractor.  n31 The DODI states that the DoD should provide logistical support to contractor personnel "only when the commander or the contracting officer determines provision of such support is needed to ensure continuation of essential contractor services and adequate support cannot be obtained by the contractor from other sources."  n32 Where the DoD is to provide support, the contracting officer is required to issue a Letter of Authorization detailing the specific privileges to which the named contractor employee is entitled.  n33
 [*163]  The DODI establishes DoD policy regarding the arming of contractor employees.  n34 The combatant commander may authorize, on a case-by-case basis, CCP to be armed for individual self-defense.  n35 Self-defense arming must be voluntary, permitted by the contract and the contractor, and the government must ensure personnel are trained.  n36 Further, the combatant commander, following review on a case-by-case basis by the supporting staff judge advocate, can approve the arming of contractor personnel to provide private security services.  n37 Use of such private security service contractors must comply with applicable United States, HN, and international law, and must not be for uniquely military functions.  n38
Arguably one of the most significant aspects of the DODI is section 6.3.3, Contractor Direction and Discipline.  n39 This section begins by stating the general rules that contractors are responsible for the direction and discipline of employees and the contracting officer (KO) is the liaison between the commander and the contractor because commanders have no contract authority.  n40 The DODI then states, "However, the ranking military commander may, in emergency situations (e.g., enemy or terrorist actions or natural disaster), direct contingency contractor personnel to take lawful action as long as those actions do not require them to assume inherently governmental responsibilities . . ."  n41 This language is almost identical to language rejected by the DFARS.  n42
The proposed DFARS clause, published for comment in 2004, included a provision allowing the ranking military commander in the immediate area authority to direct contractor personnel to take lawful action in emergency situations.  n43 The final rule effective in June 2005 rejected that portion of the proposed rule.  n44 In response to comments, including "The contractor should not be put in position of determining . . . whether a commander giving an order has authority,"  n45 and explaining the rejection of the proposed commander authority, the DAR Council stated the "proposed language is not consistent with existing procurement law and policy."  n46 The final DFARS rule contains no reference to the ranking military commander.  n47
The DODI was issued four months after the effective date of the DFARS changes rejecting the on-scene commander's emergency authority.  n48 The DODI includes a provision similar to that which was rejected, without any reference to the earlier rejection.  n49 The two authorities conflict without any indication as to precedence. Subsequently, the DFARS was amended again through an interim change in June 2006.  n50
 [*164]  The interim rule was published "to implement the policy in DoD Instruction 3020.41, Contractor Personnel Authorized to Accompany the U.S. Armed Forces, dated October 3, 2005."  n51 This rule amended the DFARS to address issues such as authority for contractor personnel use of deadly force, responsibility of the combatant commander relative to contractor personnel security, and logistical issues.  n52 While the interim amendment purports to align the DFARS with the DODI,  n53 nothing is mentioned or amended regarding the commander's emergency authority present in the DODI, but specifically rejected by the DFARS.
The interim rule became effective on 16 June 2006.  n54 Comments were due by 18 September 2006.  n55
GAO Protest: Brian X. Scott--Security Contracts OK
Contracts for cargo transportation and security services and for base security services are permissible guard and security services, and not impermissible quasi-military armed forces.  n56 A contractor challenged two solicitations issued by the Joint Contracting Command--Iraq/Afghanistan alleging that the contracts would violate the Anti-Pinkerton Act  n57 and DoD policies  n58 regarding contractor personnel.  n59 The Government Accountability Office (GAO) held that the solicitations did not implicate the Anti-Pinkerton Act, and DoD policy provides explicit authorization for use of contracted security services.  n60
The Anti-Pinkerton Act was passed in 1892 in response to violent confrontations between labor and factory owners in which the factory owners would employ the Pinkerton Agency to provide armed men as strikebreakers.  n61 The Act prohibits the government from employing such tactics.  n62 The GAO determined that the key prohibition of the Act was the employment of "quasi military forces as strikebreakers," and that the Act does not prohibit government contracting for security guards.  n63
Although it is unclear how the analysis pertains to the Anti-Pinkerton Act, the GAO also appears to have addressed whether security services in Iraq constitute inherently governmental functions.  n64 The protester claimed that the security requirements would constitute impermissible "offensive or defensive combat."  n65 In rejecting this portion of the protest, the GAO stated, "[t]he provisions of the SOWs [statements of work] describe guard or protective services that are often performed in the private sector, such as bank guards or armed escorts for valuable cargo, as opposed to combat operations reserved solely for performance by the armed forces."  n66 The GAO went on to note that the contractor would be required to summon military assistance in the event of any armed altercation.  n67
 [*165]  The protester also asserted that DODI 3020.41 only allows contingency contractor personnel to be armed for individual self-defense, and specifically precludes mutual defense.  n68 The GAO addressed this protest ground by first noting that ordinarily an internal agency regulation would fall outside the GAO protest jurisdiction.  n69 However, in this case, the DODI was followed by an amendment to the DFARS to mirror the DODI; therefore, the GAO considered an alleged violation of the DODI as though it would constitute violation of a procurement regulation.  n70
The GAO dispatched this protest ground because "the DODI provides explicit instruction for authorizing the 'Use of Contingency Contractor Personnel for Security Services."  n71 The DODI includes instructions for arming contingency contractor personnel "that clearly [anticipate] performance of security or guard services similar to those sought under the solicitations."  n72 The GAO also noted that the protester again alleged under this ground that the solicitations would result in the performance of "'uniquely governmental' work."  n73 The GAO determined that the solicitations did not require the performance on combat operations, and thus did not violate the prohibition against inherently governmental contract services.  n74
GAO Report--Actions Still Needed to Improve the Use of PSPs
In June 2006, the Government Accountability Office (GAO) provided testimony to Congress addressing the use of private security providers (PSP) in Iraq.  n75 The GAO was asked to follow-up on a report issued in July 2005 addressing the same issues.  n76 The GAO found three significant problem areas: (1) coordination between the U.S. military and PSPs;  n77 (2) the DoD and PSPs are not adequately completing security screening of PSP personnel;  n78 and (3) no U.S. or international standards governing PSPs exist.  n79
Military-PSP coordination still needs improvement despite the creation of the Reconstruction Operations Center (ROC).  n80 Lack of communication between the military and the PSPs results in PSPs entering military battle space without the awareness of the local military unit, putting personnel within both entities at increased risk.  n81 Further, the DoD has not developed any predeployment training for military units regarding PSP operating procedures or the role of the ROC, despite agreement with the 2005 GAO recommendation to do so.  n82
As the GAO stated, "[b]ecause of the numerous difficulties in screening employees, particularly those who do not live in the United States, it may not be possible to know the true identities and backgrounds of the thousands of private security provider employees working in Iraq."  n83 The inability to completely screen the PSP employees presents a significant risk to U.S. military forces and civilians in Iraq because the PSP employees have access to weapons and U.S. bases and personnel.  n84  [*166]  No standards exist to ensure that background screening investigations of U.S. personnel are complete.  n85 Security investigations of personnel from other countries encounter additional challenges due to privacy laws, incomplete record keeping, and a general lack of obtainable, verifiable information.  n86
In addition to standard background screenings, the DoD uses biometric screening for security purposes.  n87 "In March 2005, shortly after a dining facility bombing at a U.S. installation in Iraq killed fourteen U.S. soldiers and wounded at least fifty, the Deputy Secretary of Defense issued a policy requiring the biometric screening of most non-U.S. personnel (including private security provider employees) seeking access to U.S. installations in Iraq."  n88 As with the background screenings, the lack of international information available hinders the effectiveness of this technology.  n89 The biometric screening has successfully identified several individuals with criminal records in the U.S. seeking access to a military base in Iraq.  n90
No standards exist governing private security provider training and experience requirements.  n91 This lack of standards has led to reconstruction contractors replacing security contractors during contract performance.  n92 Private security provider associations and companies support the creation of governing standards.  n93 Following the 2005 GAO Report, representatives from the Department of State, the DoD, and the U.S. Agency for International Development met to discuss PSP standards.  n94 The Agencies determined that the best course of action was to provide reconstruction contractors with access to information about PSPs.  n95
The GAO concluded its report by stating that two recommendations from the 2005 Report remain valid and unimplemented.  n96 First, the DoD should develop a training package for deploying military units regarding PSP operating procedures and the role of the ROC.  n97 Second, additional efforts should be undertaken to assist contractors with obtaining suitable PSP support.  n98 Additionally, the GAO recommends considering a contractual requirement that PSPs coordinate with the military.  n99
DODD 2311.01E DoD Law of War Program
The DoD published DoD Directive (DODD) 2311.01E, DoD, Law of War Program,  n100 on 9 May 2006, to "ensur[e] DoD compliance with the law of war obligations of the United States."  n101 This new DODD includes contractors in DoD law of war policy and purports to place requirements on contractors.  n102 "It is DoD Policy that . . . [t]he law of war obligations of the United States are observed and enforced by the DoD Components and DoD contractors assigned to or accompanying deployed Armed Forces."  n103
 [*167]  The Directive tasks the heads of DoD Components to ensure that contract statements of work comply with the DoD Law of War Program Directive and DODI 3020.41.  n104 Significantly, statements of work must require that contractors implement effective programs to prevent employee law of war violations.  n105 The program developed must include law of war training.  n106 Interestingly, nothing limits this requirement to those contracts which implicate law of war concerns.
The DODD also directs that contracts require contractor employees to relate "reportable incidents" to the local commander or combatant commander.  n107 "Reportable Incidents" are "possible, suspected, or alleged, violation of the law of war, for which there is credible information."  n108
Training for Contractor Personnel Interacting with Detainees
Last year's Year in Review  n109 discussed an interim rule for DoD contractors who interact with individuals detained by DoD in the course of their duties.  n110 This rule implements section 1092 of the Ronald W. Reagan National Defense Authorization Act for Fiscal Year 2005.  n111 The interim rule required DoD contractors to train employees dealing with detainees regarding applicable laws, and each employee was required to acknowledge receipt of the training.  n112 The interim rule has now been adopted, with changes, as final, effective 8 September 2006.  n113
The DoD adopted the rule as final, with changes, after receiving comments provided by one industry association.  n114 The final rule clarifies the training responsibility sections by stating that the government will provide the required training.  n115 There is also no longer a requirement that each contractor employee acknowledge receipt of the required training.  n116 This requirement has been replaced by a requirement that the contractor employee provide a copy of the training receipt document to the contractor.  n117 Finally, the rule no longer requires the combatant commander to "provide" the training; the combatant commander must "arrange" the training.  n118 This clarifies that the combatant commander is not required personally conduct the training.  n119
 [*168]  Contractor Personnel in a Theater of Operations or at a Diplomatic or Consular Mission
The Defense Acquisition Regulations Council and the Civilian Agency Acquisition Council (FAR Councils) issued a proposed rule that would create a new FAR subpart 25.3 addressing issues with contractor personnel outside the United States.  n120 The new subpart would include a clause specifically regarding contractor personnel "providing support to the mission of the U.S. government in the theater of operations or at a diplomatic or consular mission outside the United States, but are not covered by the DoD Clause for contractor personnel authorized to accompany the U.S. Armed Forces."  n121 The proposed rule is similar to DFARS section 225.7402 and its associated clause, Contractor Personnel Authorized to Accompany U.S. Armed Forces Deployed Outside the United States, which was implemented in May 2005.  n122 Comments were due by 18 September 2006.  n123
Combating Trafficking in Persons
The FAR Councils issued an interim rule  n124 to implement the Trafficking Victims Protection Reauthorization Act of 2003, as amended by the Trafficking Victims Protection Reauthorization Act of 2005.  n125 This Act "requires that the contract contain a clause allowing the agency to terminate the contract if the contractor or subcontractor engages in severe forms of trafficking in persons or has procured a commercial sex act, or used forced labor in the performance of the contract."  n126 The Council has added FAR subpart 22.17 with an associated clause, which applies to non-commercial service contracts.  n127 The interim rule also requires the contractor to establish prevention programs and obtain employee agreement to abide by the law.  n128 Comments on the interim rule were due by 19 June 2006.  n129
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